
In lieu of having weights for resistance we have created three workouts based around the use of 

the resistance band you have been assigned.  The band provides resistance in the positive and 

negative phases of the lift or movement.  An advantage to the band is that the resistance it 

provides is variable.  The shorter it gets the less the resistance and the longer it gets the greater 

the resistance.  The resistance of the barbell doesn’t change.  Only the leverages change.  With 

the band, as your leverages create a mechanical advantage in the movement the band makes the 

movement harder when with a bar it would get easier.   

It is recommended that the lifter use a smooth controlled tempo.  This means that we want to 

raise or stretch the band in one-two count and lower or shrink the band in a one-two-three-four 

count.  This keeps constant tension on the muscles and increases the amount of work in both 

directions.   

While the exercises we prescribe may require a little thought it should not be hard to figure them 

out.  Below we will provide a glossary of descriptions for the movements the coach prescribes 

for the workout.  If you don’t know, READ the description.   

Exercises included in the Horizontal Upper Body workout 

• Two Arm Press (around body) – Simply wrap the band around your back and loop and 

end around each hand.  Then press it like in a bench press. 

• Two Arm Press (around an object) – Like the above press the band is held the same way.  

The difference is you wrap the band around another object.  This could be a pole so that 

you step away and create greater tension in the band.  Many people have a pole in their 

basement holding the main beam across the ceiling. 

• One Arm Press – Simply loop the band around an object and pull one end of the band 

through the other and choke it around.  Now you should have one loop end for your hand 

face away and press the band one arm at a time. 

 

 

This is what one of the band should look like when it choked around an object 

 



• Two Arm Band Row – Loop the band around an immovable object grab each end and 

row.  How you pull is up to you.  Your elbows can be close to your body or out away 

from body. 

• One Arm Band Row – Choke one end of the band and hold the other and pull away. 

• Band Pull Apart – These are highly underrated and should a staple upper back accessory 

movement.  Simply hold the band in yours about shoulder width.  There shold be a loop 

on each end of the band beyond your grip. Now let go of half the band so you have a 

single strand in your hands.  With long arms pull the band apart so it stretches across your 

chest and your arms are at your side.  You may have to add extra slack in the band so you 

can pull it apart. 

• Face Pulls – Choke the band around one end head high and grab the other end with both 

hands.  Now space your hands about 6 inches apart and pull the band to your forehead 

with your elbows high.  The end will look similar to making a double bicep pose. 

• Bent Over Rear Delt Raise – Same as pull apart except bend over pull to the sides. 

• Standing Abs – Choke the band around something overhead.  Now pop your head 

through the other end and hold your hands in front of your neck to keep the band from 

choking you.  Now create tension in the band and bend over by pulling down with your 

abs like a standing sit-up or crunch. 

• Band Side Bends – Loop one end over your left foot.  Now step on the band with your 

right foot while holding the band in you right hand.  Now stand tall and bend to the left 

side like a little teapot.  Do not shift hips.  Focus on side abs.  Then switch sides. 

• Side Twist – Choke the around on end to an immovable object.  Stand sideways and pull 

right and left in both directions. 

• Static Walkouts – Choke the band around an immovable object and stand sideways away 

from the choked end.  Hold your hands straight out in front of you and hold the end with 

both hands.  Now step away and keep tension on the band and do not let the band turn 

you toward the choked end.  As you step away keep facing forward.  When you can 

barely hold the band from turning you back, HOLD IT for as long as can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Horizontal Upper Body 

A progressive approach should be used when using bands as resistance.  Bands provide a greater eccentric 

stimulus to the muscles which could increase the likelihood of delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS).  

This eccentric action can be exploited to make all exercises more productive.  Simply use a 4 count when 

the band is shrinking (lowering) back to start length and use a 2 count for the stretching phase (up).   

The goal is to keep constant tension on the muscles and joints throughout the range of motion.  A good 

progression could be as follows: 

 

Week 1-  3 sets x 8 reps Two Arm Press with light band 

Week 2-  3 sets x 9-10 reps Two Arm Press with light band 

Week 3-  3 sets x 11-12 reps Two Arm Press with light band 

 

At the end of the third week either switch exercises and repeat the 3 week wave or add a set to the same 

exercise and follow the above repetition pattern.  Just be sure to manipulate one or more variables such as 

band tension (resistance) or sets or reps.  One must be careful to not do the same thing each workout as 

the law of accommodation will set in and no progress will be able to be made.  Also, switching 

movements keeps the workouts from becoming boring and helps to keep the mind fresh. An additional 

consideration is every now and then attempt to set a repetition record on the last set for as many as 

possible and then challenge yourself to break that record in the future.  

Horizontal Press 3-5 sets of 8-12 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Two Arm Press (band around back)  Two Arm Press (band around rack, elbows 0 or 90 

degrees)  One Arm Press (band choked, elbows 0 or 90) 

 

Horizontal Row-3-5 sets of 10-15 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Two Arm Band Row (looped elbow 0 or 90 degrees) One Arm Band Row (choked, elbow 0 or 90 

degrees) 

Upper Back 2-3 sets of 12-15 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Band Pull-A-Part Face Pulls Bent Over Rear Delt Raise (one or two arm) 

 

Abdominals 3-4 sets of 8-15 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Stand Abs Band Side Bends  Side Twist  Static Walkouts  



Exercise descriptions for the Band Lower Body 

• Band Dead Lift – Simply hold one end of the band in each hand and stand on the midlle 

of the band.  You now should be able to perform a dead lift movement like the Hex Bar 

Lift.  

• Goodmornings – Stand on one end of the band with both feet.  You can control the 

tension by how far apart you set your feet.  Now loop the other end of the band around 

your neck.  Perform a Goodmorning by keeping a tight back and sliding your hips back 

so hinge at the hips.  Then extend your hips back to standing. 

• Pull-throughs – Choke one end of the band around an immoveable object.  Now pull the 

band between your legs as you face away from the choked end.  Bend down and step 

away as you reach back between your legs.  Then drive your hips like a dumbbell swing.   

• Terminal Knee Extension – Choke one end of the band around an immoveable object.  

Step into the loose end of the band.  Place the band directly behind the knee and back 

away to create some tension in the band.  Now, stand tall with both legs straight and flex 

or bend the banded knee forward and then straighten the leg to lock-out.  This trains the 

last 30 degrees of extension.  Do Both legs. 

• Hip Extension – Lie on the floor with your knees bent and heels near your glutes.  Now 

hold the band cross your hips and extend your hips into the air.  These are also known as 

Glute Bridges. 

• Hip Flexion – Disregard. 

• Seated or Lying Leg Curls – Choke one end of the band to an immoveable object.  Sit on 

a chair or lie face down.  Loop the other end of the band around your ankles so legs are 

straight and curl your legs to your glutes. 

• Hip Abduction – With band choked on one end, .stand side-ways to the other end.  Loop  

it around your ankle and pull the band away from your body out to the side. 

• Hip Adduction – Set up like above but now pull the band across your body to toward the 

midline of your body. 

 

Band Lower Body 

Multiple joint band movements for the lower body are not as plentiful as those for the upper 

body.  The best movement in this category is the band deadlift.  Stand on a band with both feet 

and hold the ends of the band in each hand and perform a squat or deadlift movement.  Keep the 

back arched and head neutral and make sure to move the hips back as you descend and drive the 

hips to extension as you ascend.  It is suggested that a progressive scheme be used like with the 

Horizontal Pull workout.  Use three week waves and progress the sets, reps and finally a stronger 

band. 

 

Core Movement 3-5 sets of 8-15 reps 

Band Resisted Deadlift 



  

Posterior Chain- 3-4 sets of 6-10 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Various Goodmornings (wide, medium, narrow stance) Pull-throughs  Hip Extension 

Knee Extension 3-5 sets of 10-15 reps 

Terminal Knee Extension (include in either workout) 

The movements that follow can be used as a second separate workout make sure to add the 

Terminal Knee extension this would be an accessory day 

Hip Extension 3-5 sets of 8-12 reps 

                                                Hip Extension  Pull-through 

Hip Flexion 3-5 sets of 8-12 reps 

Band Hip Flexion 

Knee Flexion 3-5 sets of 10-15 reps 

Seated Band Leg curl 

Hip Abduction 3-5 sets of 10-15 reps 

Band Hip Abduction 

Hip Adduction 3-5 sets of 10-15 reps 

Band Hip Adduction 

Abs can be done each workout 

Abdominals 3-4 sets of 8-15 reps 

Choose one from the list on the Horizontal Pull Template 

 

Exercise descriptions for Ban Bodyweight Repetition Upper Body 

• Band Resisted Push-ups -  Loop the band around your back and hold the end in each 

hand.  Now get in push-up position and perform push-up as directed.  Almost ant stle can 

be performed with the band. 

• Triceps Extensions – Choke one end of the band around an immoveable object.  Hold the 

other end with your arms extended and bend and extend your elbows in a triceps 

extension. 

• Band Assisted pull-ups – Choke the band to a pull-up bar and loop the other around a 

knee.  Perform pull-ups so the band helps you complete the movement. 



• Band Resisted Pull-ups – Disregard. 

• Standing Pulldown – Choke the band overhead and perform pulldowns to your upper 

chest. 

• Band Shoulder Press – Stand on one end of the band and hold the other between both 

hands and press overhead. 

• Band lateral Raise – Disregard. 

• Band Shrugs – Stand like in the Dead Lift and shrug up and down.  Go slow down and 

fast up. 

• Band Upright row- Stand on one end of the band and Grasp other end with both hands in 

a close grip and pull up to the bottom of the chin with the elbows high. 

 

Band/Bodyweight Repetition Upper Body 

Choose from the following lists of exercises.  This repetition day is to help improve work 

capacity and aid in hypertrophy (bigger muscles).  I would suggest that you select these exercises 

and perform them for a minimum of three weeks in a wave fashion trying to improve 

performance each week.  So then an example could look like: 

Week 1 Band Assisted Push-ups 3 x max reps = set 1-15 reps, set 2-13 reps, set 3-9 reps (37) 

total reps 

Week 2 Band Assisted Push-ups 3 x max reps = set 1-16 reps, set 2-14 reps, set 3-10 reps (40) 

total reps 

Week 3 Band Assisted Push-ups 3 x max reps = set 1-16 reps, set 2-15 reps, set 3-11 reps (42) 

total reps 

Start with a target number of repetitions for the selected exercise and then  try to get or beat that 

total in 3-5 sets of  increasing reps and decreasing sets over the next 3 weeks.  I think this also 

works best if you stay with a particular band over the 3 week block.  So one might perform band 

resisted push-ups over three weeks with a mini band for more reps per set for fewer sets 

exceeding or performing the number of repetitions.  Also the shorter the rest period, the more 

likely you are to induce muscle growth. 

 

Repetition Movement 3-5 sets of maximal reps 

Choose from the following 

Band Assisted or Resisted Push-ups (hand positions can vary from wide to close to under the 

chest or looped around your back)  

Elbow Extension 3-4 sets of 5-10 reps 

Choose one of the following 



 

Triceps Pushdowns (choked over top of rack) Overhead Triceps (choked over top of rack) 

 

Vertical Pull 4 sets of 8-12 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Band Assisted or Resisted Chin-ups or Pull-ups  Standing Pulldown (Band Looped over top 

of rack) Upright Row 

Medial Delt / Traps 3 sets of 10-15 reps 

Choose one of the following 

Band Shoulder Press (seated or standing) Band Lateral Raise Band Shrugs 

Elbow Flexion 3-4 sets of 8-10 reps 

Choose one of the following 

One or Two Arm Band Curls (standing on band) 

Abs See Day One 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


